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Photo Restoration and Distressing 

Changing Times and Faked Memories 
	 The world has changed a lot in the past 50 years and so has photography. We all have boxes 
and albums of old photographs of our families and loved ones. The most treasured are often the 
oldest and most battered. Black and white or faded sepia toned photos that look like they’ve been 
to the end of the earth and back. These photos speak of a history, of a moment in time long past. 
Like an old book, there is something both tangible and intangible about them that is inexplicably 
special. But what of today’s photos that will become tomorrow’s memories, what will be special 
about them? Will it be the flash drive they’re backed up on, or the archaic photo CD, or maybe the 
old cracked iPhone that still manages to boot up and display your photo library? Despite all the 
benefits digital photography brings to today’s photographer, somethings have been lost.


	 Restoring these memories to their original glory is one of the many benefits of the new digital 
medium. The image above is a good example of a resurrected photo. However, what if you wanted 
to go the other direction, to romanticize the past. What if you wanted to create a memory that never 
happened and provide the photograph to prove it? Could you do it? Sure you can!


	 Using your knowledge of photoshop and one or more photos from your photo library (no 
using someone else’s images), create a vintage photograph complete with wrinkles, creases, 
deckled edges, vignettes, tears, water spots, soft focus, film grain and that distinctive antique sepia 
tone. Crop the photo to a square format for some extra authenticity (There’s a reason Instagram 
uses a square format). The older looking the better. You may download and use varying textures for 
use as masks or layer overlays. Save and post your images to your weekly site under class work.
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